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Trapped particles and asymmetry-induced transport a…
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Trapped particle modes and the associated asymmetry-induced transport are characterized
experimentally in cylindrical electron plasmas. Axial variations in the electric or magnetic
confinement fields cause the particle trapping, and enable theE3B drift trapped-particle modes.
Collisional diffusion across the trapping separatrix causes the modes to damp, and causes bulk radial
transport when the confinement fields also haveu asymmetries. The measured asymmetry-induced
transport rates are directly proportional to the measured mode damping rates, with simple scalings
for all other plasma parameters. Significant transport is observed for even weak trapping fields
(dB/B;1023), possibly explaining the ‘‘anomalous’’ background transport observed so
ubiquitously in single species plasmas. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Containment of single species plasmas in cylindri
Penning–Malmberg traps is used for a variety of expe
ments and applications in fundamental plasma physics, t
dimensional~2D! ideal fluid dynamics, Coulomb crystals
precision spectroscopy, frequency standards, and antim
confinement.1 These plasmas have exceptional confinem
properties compared to neutral or quasineutral plasmas, s
radial expansion is constrained by the conservation of
nonical angular momentumPu .2 There are also constraint
placed on the expansion by conservation of total energy
by adiabatic invariants associated with the kinetic energy
the particles. However, smallu asymmetries in the trappin
fields can exert negative torques which change the total
gular momentum and cause slow radial expansion of
plasma. The broad scaling characteristics of this ‘‘anom
lous’’ background transport have been measured experim
tally over the past 20 years,3–9 but theoretical understandin
of the transport kinetics has developed only in a few limit
parameter regimes.10

Here we present measurements which unambiguo
demonstrate that the dominant asymmetry-induced trans
mechanism on the ‘‘CamV’’ apparatus involves diffusio
across the velocity-space separatrix between axially trap
and passing particles; and that these dissipative separ
crossings also cause damping of the observed trap
particle modes. Similar trapped-particleE3B drift modes
and instabilities have been extensively analyz
theoretically11–13 for neutral plasmas; and instability ha
been identified experimentally in some regimes.14 In cylin-
drical traps, axial trapping occurs naturally due
u-symmetric variations in the magnetic field strength w
dB/B;1023; and we also apply larger controlled magne
and electric trapping fields.

a!Paper QI2 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.47, 250 ~2002!.
b!Invited speaker. Electronic mail: aakpla@physics.ucsd.edu
1621070-664X/2003/10(5)/1628/8/$20.00
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With controlled electric trapping, trapped-particle mod
with variousmu andkz are readily observed15 at frequencies
below the plasmaE3B rotation frequency, i.e.,f &mu f E .
The mode consists of trapped particles on either side o
electrostatic potential barrier which executeE3B drift oscil-
lations that are 180° out of phase, while passing partic
move along field lines to Debye shield the potential fro
trapped particles. The main damping of this mode is due
separatrix diffusion, and an analytic treatment is be
developed.16 These dissipative separatrix crossings can a
be induced by resonant rf fields, allowing the process to
investigated in detail.17

When statickzÞ0, muÞ0 asymmetries~such as a mag-
netic ‘‘tilt’’ ! exist in the trapping fields, the plasma equili
rium necessarily has dc ‘‘asymmetry currents’’ driven by t
E3B drift rotation through the static asymmetries. Simil
tilt-induced sloshing currents at the diocotron mode fre
quency have been previously identified,18 but not analyzed in
depth. When some particles are axially trapped, the fi
asymmetry creates different drift orbits for trapped and pa
ing particles. The transport then results from neoclass
steps taken by particles when scattered across the separ
Equivalently, one may say that collisional diffusion acro
the trapping separatrix dissipates these currents and ca
bulk radial transport in the same way as it damps the trap
particle modes. Indeed, one can describe the dc curren
driving the trapped particle mode off resonance.

Experiments over a wide range of parameters show
the tilt-asymmetry-induced transport rate is directly prop
tional to the trapped particle mode damping ratega , when
applied electric barriers create a significant trapped part
population. Whenga is factored out, the transport rates a
observed to follow simple scalings with plasma paramet
such as magnetic fieldB, line densityNL , lengthLp , and tilt
angleaB .

Magnetic trapping barriers appear to give generica
similar transport, and are probably the cause of anoma
background transport in many long cylindrical trap
8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Asymmetry-induced transport is readily observed both fr
controlled magnetic barriers and from very small constr
tion ripples in the field strength. The associated modes h
not yet been identified experimentally, possibly because t
are very strongly damped, and the theory is less well de
oped. Nevertheless, experimental techniques such as
nant enhancement of separatrix diffusion and combinati
of electric and magnetic barriers allow the separatr
crossing effects to be investigated in detail. Surprisingly,
transport due to magnetic trapping can remain domin
even for exceedingly smalldB/B, making it likely that these
effects are endemic to long traps.

The experiments presented here focus onmu51, kz51
~tilt ! asymmetries. However, trapped particle modes
readily observed for highermu , and multiple trapping barri-
ers give rise to higherkz . Asymmetries with any (mu , kz)
will generate equilibrium currents; and strong transport w
result if trapping barriers have created geometrically sim
separatrices. This mechanism may thus have wide applic
ity for asymmetry-induced transport.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments are performed on a magnetized p
electron plasma confined in the cylindrical ‘‘CamV
apparatus,19,20 as shown in Fig. 1. A hot tungsten source i
jects electrons which are contained axially by voltag
2Vc52100 V applied to end cylinders. A strong axial ma
netic field (0.3 kG<B<10 kG) provides radial confinemen
The magnetic field can be aligned with the cylindrical ele
trode axis, or tilted at an angle 0<aB<331023 rad, giving
anmu51, kz51 magnetic asymmetry. A negative ‘‘squeez
voltage2Vsq applied to a central cylinder generates a tra
ping barrier, with velocity-space separatrix shown schem
cally in Fig. 2.

Thez-averaged electron densityn(r ,u,t) can be destruc-
tively measured at any time by axially dumping the electro
onto a phosphor screen imaged by a charge-coupled de
~CCD! camera. The plasma typically has a central den
no'1.53107 cm23, with a length varied over the range 3
<Lp<49 cm, bounded by a wall radiusRw53.5 cm. The
electron space charge creates a central potential2fp

FIG. 1. Schematic of electron plasma with a trapped particle mode in
cylindrical containment system.
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'(230 V)(NL/63107), and the radial electric field cause
E3B rotation at a ratef E(r )[cE(r )/2prB'(100 kHz)
3(n/107)(B/1 kG)21. Figure 3 shows typical profiles o
density and rotation.

We adjust the plasma radius over the range
<Rp<1.5 cm, which varies the line densityNL

[*du r dr n(r ,u,t) over the range 3<NL<103107 cm21.
The electrons have a controllable thermal energy 0.5<T
<6 eV, giving an axial bounce frequencyf b[ v̄/2Lp

'(0.5 MHz)T1/2(Lp/49)21 and a Debye shielding lengt
lD'(0.25 cm)T1/2(n/107)21/2. Thus, the plasma ‘‘rigidity’’
R[ f b / f E varies over the range 1&R<100.

Sectored wall cylinders are used to excite and de
waves in the plasma. These sectored cylinders can als
used to apply a staticelectric tilt to the plasma withkz'1,
and mu51 or 2. A single wall sector can be used as a
ceiver, or sectors can be used in combination to verify thu
andz symmetries of modes.

Locally trapped particles occur due to unavoidable var
tions dB(z) in the magnetic field strength, and due to ax
variations in the wall voltages.Electric trapping from the
externally controlledVsq causes electrons with axial velocit
less than the separatrix velocityvs(r ) to be trapped axially in
one end or the other. For smallVsq, a fraction

eFIG. 2. Phase-space orbits with an applied squeeze potential. The effe
collisions is greatly enhanced in the shaded separatrix region.

FIG. 3. Measured plasma densityn(r ) and resultingE3B rotation f E(r ).
Also shown is the radial eigenfunctiondna(r ) for the trapped particle mode
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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NL
tr

NL
'1.2S Vsq

fp
D ~1!

of all the electrons are trapped. The potential barrier fromVsq

increases in strength withr , so most of the trapped particle
are near the radial edge of the plasma atr *r s , wherer s is
defined byvs(r s)5 v̄.

Figure 2 shows the expected phase space orbits alo
sample magnetic field line~e.g., atr;r s) for an electrically
squeezed equilibrium. The dashed/solid lines repres
trapped/passing particle orbits. The shadowed region re
sents the boundary layer near the separatrix where mo
the diffusion occurs.

Magnetic trapping is produced from az-localized in-
creasedB in the magnetic fieldB, giving a mirror ratiob
[dB/B. Here the separatrix makes an angle tan21(b1/2) with
v' , and is roughly independent of radius. Inherent magn
trapping always exists in our apparatus due to smallb
;1023) magnetic ripples in the superconducting magn
Larger values ofdB are obtained from a squeeze magn
which is az-localized warm magnetic coil, givingb,0.04
over a regionDz&10 cm.

III. TRAPPED-PARTICLE MODE WITH ELECTRIC
TRAPPING

Experimentally, themu51 ‘‘trapped-particle diocotron
mode’’ is excited on an electrically squeezed plasma wit
short burst of 1–10 sinusoidal oscillations that are phase1
and2 on u-opposed andz-opposed wall sectors, as shown
Fig. 1. Using other wall sectors as antennae, the mode w
form is digitized as the mode ‘‘rings down,’’ giving accura
measurements of frequency and damping rate.

Figure 4 shows the measured trapped-particle mode
quenciesf a and damping ratesga as the applied squeez
voltageVsq is varied. The venerablemu51, kz50 diocotron
mode frequencyf d is also shown. AsVsq increases,f a de-
creases from near the edge plasma rotation frequencyf E(Rp)
at low Vsq to the diocotron mode frequencyf d at Vsq*fp .
At large Vsq, the plasma is essentially cut in half, and
either side of the barrier the plasma supportskz50 ~dio-
cotron! drift orbits which are 180° out of phase. Even f

FIG. 4. Mode frequenciesf a and f d and decay ratega vs squeeze voltage
Vsq from experiments and theory.
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small Vsq, the trapped particle mode is essentially unifor
with z on either side of the barrier, changing sign at t
barrier. A simple kinetic theory model with a zero-leng
trapping barrier15 predicts mode frequencies agreeing w
measurements to within 10%, as shown in Fig. 4.

The eigenfunctiondna(r ) for the mode is obtained from
separate camera measurements of the densitynh(r ,u,t)
z-averaged overhalf the plasma. That is,Vsq is raised to
2100 V immediately before loweringVc to dump the elec-
trons onto the phosphor. The time sequence of density da
fit to an mu51 perturbation as

nh~r ,u,t !5E du dña~r ! exp$2 imuu1 i2p f at2gat%. ~2!

Figure 3 shows the magnitudedna(r ) and phase of the com
plex eigenfunctiondña(r ). The outer peak atr .1.2 cm is
predominantly trapped particles executingE3B drift orbits.
The inner peak atr ,1.2 cm is predominantly passing pa
ticles, which partially Debye shield the trapped particle p
turbation. The minimum ofdn(r ) is observed atr'r s , and
moves radially inward asVsq is increased. We note that th
phase change between peaks~here'0.8p) consistently dif-
fers fromp by more than experimental uncertainty, presu
ably due to damping effects. This subtlety was missed
prior experiments.15

The trapped particle mode is observed to be stron
damped, withga'13103 s21 ~i.e., ga / f a;1/15) for small
Vsq at B510 kG. Figure 4 shows that the damping rate d
creases asVsq increases, withga;0 when the column is cu
in half.

Theory work in progress16 provides some insight into the
damping process. The trapped-particle mode dynamics c
sists of trapped particles moving radially as theyE3B drift
in the perturbed azimuthal electric field, while passing p
ticles move axially in an attempt to shield the trappe
particle density perturbation. Thus, particles on either side
the separatrix are involved in completely different types
motion and there is a discontinuity in the perturbed parti
distribution function. As a result, electron–electron collisio
produce a flux of particles across the separatrix. This c
tinual trapping and detrapping of particles results in rad
transport of particles and mode damping, and is readily
served in computer simulations.21

These collisions at raten can be treated by a Fokker
Planck collision operator, in an analysis similar to that us
for the dissipative trapped-ion instability by Rosenblu
Ross, and Kostomarov.13 The collision operator contains ve
locity derivatives that become arbitrarily large near the d
continuity, so the mode behavior is affected even when c
lisions are weak. The analysis suggests that velocity sp
diffusion acting for one mode period will smooth out th
discontinuity over a widthdv t' v̄An/ f E, and that the damp-
ing will include this dependence. The square root provide
significant enhancement, sincen/ f E is small. One expects
the damping rate to have a strong and complicated temp
ture dependence through the density of particles at the s
ratrix velocity vs(r ), through the collisional frequencyn,
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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1631Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 2003 Trapped-particle and asymmetry-induced transport
and through the Debye shielding lengthlD ; and to possibly
include fractional powers ofB as indv t .

Figures 5 and 6 show the measured dependencies oga

on B andT. The measured damping scales approximately
ga}B21 for B&3 kG ~whereR&5!, and asga}B21/2 for
high fields. This dependence was missed in ea
experiments15 because it was counterbalanced by concurr
transport-induced temperature changes.

Figure 6 shows thatga decreases strongly with temper
ture aboveT;1 eV. The dashed lines are merely guides
the eye, with the generic functional forma@12exp(2b/T)#.
Preliminary theory results16 agree qualitatively with these
measurements, but substantial questions remain.

It is instructive to consider the balance of energy dur
the trapped-particle mode decay. As collisions scatter
ticles across the separatrix, the net result is that trapped
ticles are transported from the side of low potential pert
bation to the high side. In the process, the wave does w
on these particles, and electrostatic energy is converted
thermal energy. Since the trapped-particle mode is actua
negative energy wave~like the normal diocotron mode!, this
process alone would increase the amplitude of the wa
However, passing particles that become trapped after su
ing a collision must take a radial step, since their boun
averaged azimuthal electric field is no longer zero. On av
age, more newly trapped particles move outward th

FIG. 5. Mode damping rate vs magnetic field. At high fields where
theory is valid, the predictedB21/2 scaling agrees with experiments.

FIG. 6. Mode damping rate vs temperature. The dashed lines are m
guides for the eye, with the generic functional forma@12exp(2b/T)#.
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inward. Electrostatic energy is transferred into the wave
particles move radially outward against the equilibrium ele
tric field, and this process damps the negative energy w
It turns out the the latter effect of radial transport ove
whelms the heating effect and the wave is damped.

IV. TRANSPORT WITH ELECTRIC TRAPPING

When u-asymmetries exist in the electric or magne
confinement fields, they create torques which change the
nonical angular momentum of the plasma, causing the a
age radius to vary. If the asymmetry is nonstatic, the sign
the torque can be positive or negative. The ‘‘rotating wa
confinement technique utilizes wall voltages rotating fas
than f E to obtain plasma compression.22,23 For the experi-
ments performed here, theu-asymmetries are static in the la
frame and exert a negative torque on the electrons, resu
in bulk radial expansion of the plasma.

Here, we focus on themu51, kz51 magnetic asymme
try induced by a magnetic tilt, with B5B( ẑ1aBŷ).

The plasma angular momentum is given by

Pu'F2
eB

c
~Rw

2 2^r 2&!1m^rvu&GNtot , ~3!

where the^ & represents an average over all particles. F
strongly magnetized electron columns, the kinetic mom
tum mrvu is negligible. The angular momentum is then pr
portional to^r 2&, andu-asymmetries cause bulk plasma e
pansion. The overall asymmetry-induced transport rate
defined by the rate of plasma expansion

np[
1

^r 2&

d^r 2&
dt

'
1

Pu

dPu

dt
. ~4!

Transport measurements are typically made by tak
two measurements ofn(r ,u,t) separated in time byDt
50.1– 20 s, chosen so that the plasma expans
d^r 2&/^r 2&'0.02. By keeping the plasma expansion rough
constant, the undesirable effect of temperature increase~due
to expansion! during Dt is minimized.

We have found that the transport ratenp is directly pro-
portional to the damping ratega which is observed when the
trapped particle mode is excited. This is shown in Fig. 7
a wide range of plasma parametersB, NL , Lp , Vsq, for
magnetic tilta and for one 3 mrad electric ‘‘tilt’’~E3, np /5
plotted!. This provides strong experimental support for t
idea that a common physical mechanism is responsible
both particle transport and trapped-particle mode damp
namely velocity-space diffusion across the separatrix. T
measured asymmetry-induced transport ratesnp have rather
complicated dependencies on plasma parameters; butnp has
a simple proportionality toga .

In Fig. 8, we plot the normalized transport ratenp /ga

versus magnetic fieldB with other plasma parameters an
the applied asymmetry held constant. The normalized exp
sion rate shows a robustB21 scaling over more than a de
cade change in magnetic field. Each point here is a sl
obtained from tens of individual pointsnp(ga) by varying
only T andga(T) through standard rf wiggle heating of th
plasma.24,25

ely
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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The scaling ofnp /ga with line densityNL depends on
whether an electric or magnetic asymmetry is applied. Fig
9 showsnp /ga versusNL for both types of asymmetries. Fo
a magnetic tilt, we obtainnp /ga}NL

2 . For an applied electric
‘‘tilt’’ ~discussed below!, we obtainnp /ga}NL

0 . Here, we
are keeping the fraction of trapped particlesNL

tr/NL

}Vsq/fp constant. These scalings were observed in e
experiments5–7,26without a clear understanding of the unde
lying transport mechanism.

Data sets taken with controlled individual variations
B, n, Rp , Lp , T, Vsq, andaB have now established that i
the presence of a magnetic tilt asymmetry, the overall tra
port scaling is

np

ga
'7.531025S Vsq

fp
D S eNL

2

B D S Lp

Rw
D 2

aB
2 . ~5!

Figure 10 shows all measured values ofnp /ga , with each
point being a slope of a data set as in Fig. 7. We find that
magnetic-tilt-induced transport in plasmas with a signific

FIG. 7. Measured tilt-induced transport ratenp vs the simultaneously mea
sured mode damping ratega for a variety of plasma, asymmetry, and tra
ping parameters.

FIG. 8. Normalized transport ratenp /ga at constant plasma parameters a
applied asymmetry vs magnetic field.
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fraction of electrically trapped particles is proportional to t
trapped particle mode damping rate, over a parameter ra
of 3 decades innp /ga .

Similarly simple transport scalings are obtained for a
plied mu51 electrostaticasymmetries, alone or in combina
tion with a magnetic tilt asymmetry. Figure 11~a! shows the
unnormalized transport ratenp versus static asymmetry volt
agesVax or Vay applied as6 pairs to opposing wall sector
oriented in thex̂ or ŷ directions, in combination with anaBy

magnetic tilt. Figure 11~b! shows similar curves obtained fo
np versus magnetic tiltsaBx or aBy in the x̂ or ŷ directions,
in the presence of aŷ electric tilt. For both electric and
magnetic tilts, the transport rates scale quadratically w
asymmetries near the minimum innp . The deviation from
this quadratic scaling at largernp ~dashed line! is due to an
increase of the plasma temperature caused by fast radia
pansion. Figure 11 also demonstrates that an electric tilt
partially cancel a magnetic tilt, and vice versa, placing b
types of asymmetries on equal footing in terms of transp

Indeed, we define an electric tilt angleaE based on the
radial ~off-axis! shift D that an electric asymmetry induce

FIG. 9. Normalized transport ratenp /ga at constant fraction of trapped
particles (Vsq/fp) vs plasma line densityNL for magnetic and electric
asymmetries.

FIG. 10. Measured normalized transport ratenp /ga vs scalings for all
plasma parameters.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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compared to a magnetic asymmetry.20 The magnetic tilt
shifts each (Lp/2) half of the column off ther 50 axis ~in
opposite directions! by a z-averaged amount

D̄B5 1
2 aB~Lp/2!. ~6!

Simple electrostatics suggests that electric asymmetry v
ages6Va applied to wall sectors of lengthLa will shift each
half of the column off-axis by az-averaged amount

DE'0.51RwS Va

2eNL
D S La

Lp/2D[
1

2
aE~Lp /2!. ~7!

Here, the numerical coefficient represents themu51 Fourier
component of the applied voltage.20 These center-of-mas
shifts can be directly measured by rapidly ‘‘cutting’’ th
plasma axially, then dumping and measuring only the sec
of interest.

With this definition of electric tilt angleaE , the electric
‘‘tilt’’ transport of Fig. 11~a! looks identical to the magneti
tilt transport of Eq.~5!. The experiments thus determine
rather complete scaling for electricandmagnetic tilt-induced
transport, as

np

ga
'~6.331025!S NL

tr

NL
D S eNL

2

B D S Lp

Rw
D 2

@aB1aE#2, ~8!

FIG. 11. Measured transport ratenp from a static asymmetry voltage with
simultaneously applied magnetic tilt~a!; and from a magnetic tilt with si-
multaneously applied electric asymmetry~b!.
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wherea5axx̂1ayŷ, and Eq.~1! was used forNL
tr . We note

that theaB•aE cross term is only approximate, since th
electric asymmetry is applied only at discretez positions, so
DE(z)ÞzaE .

V. TRANSPORT FROM MAGNETIC TRAPPING

Axial variationsdB(z) in the magnetic field also caus
trapped particles, with the dissipation from separatrix cro
ings having similar consequences for asymmetry-indu
transport. Moreover, our experiments suggest that exce
ingly small magetically trapped populations cause signific
asymmetry-induced transport. The magnetic trapping effe
have been studied using an axially centered coil which g
erates a magnetic mirror of strengthb[(dB/B)&4% at B
51 kG; and also using the ripples of strengthb'1023 in-
herent in our superconducting solenoid.

One expects particles with small pitch angle to
trapped, giving a simple magnetic separatrix defined
vz /v'5b1/2, shown by the long dashes in Fig. 12. The fra
tion of these trapped particles is expected to scale asb1/2,
giving 0.03&NL

(tr)/NL&0.2 for our experiments.
The trapped particles can be directly detected by se

tive dumping techniques, but the relevant parallel velocit
are substantially less thanv̄, so measurements to date a
only qualitative. Moreover, there are theoretical and exp
mental reasons to expect that the mirror field causes the e
trostatic potential in the plasma to vary along a field line27

giving separatrices as shown by the solid curves in Fig.
More significantly, an applied electric squeeze voltageVsq

can move the separatrix, allowing direct control of magne
trapping effects, as will be shown below.

The magnetically trapped particles presumably ena
some sort of mode analogous to that observed with elec
trapping; but this magnetic mode remains ill-defined. Expe
ments to date suggest that the mode is either very stro
damped (ga

(M )/ f a
(M )*0.1), or zero frequency (f a

(M )50).
Moreover, the lack of radial separation between trapped
untrapped particles makesf a

(M )50 plausible, since the
charge separation andE3B drifts characterizing the electric
mode may not occur.

FIG. 12. Velocity-space separatrices for magnetostatic and/or electros
trapping.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Fortunately, the transport effects of magnetic trapp
are more readily observed than the mode itself. Experime
with controlleddB/B and magnetic or electric tilt asymme
tries show that the transport from magnetic trapping is qu
similar to that from electric trapping. Essentially, the tran
port follows from the dissipative separatrix crossings, ind
pendent of any details of the mode; measuringga merely
quantifies this dissipation.

Even though we cannot measurega
(M ) directly, the ex-

periments suggest that transport from magnetic trapping
essentially the same scalings as in Eq.~8! for electric trap-
ping, with one surprising exception: the transport from ma
netic trapping appears to beindependentof trapping fraction
NL

tr/NL;(dB/B)1/2 over a wide range. That is, preliminar
experiments suggest that

np
(M )}~NL

tr/NL!0~eNL
2/B!1~Lp /Rw!2@aB1aE#2. ~9!

Even smalldB/B can have significant transport effects.
The transport from magnetic trapping can be decrea

however, by altering the separatrix at lowv i . Figure 13
shows that a small electric squeeze applied to the magn
mirror region decreasesnp by up to 5 times. Moreover, the
exponential dependence onVsq is consistent with a Maxwell-
ian distribution of particles being excluded from trappe
untrapped crossings, as pictured in Fig. 12. At larger val
of Vsq, the diffusion across the electric separatrix becom
dominant, andnp increases withVsq ~not shown!.

Separate experiments in which the plasma confinem
region did not include the magnetic ripple peak show ess
tially the same reduction innp . The original magnet position
in the CamV apparatus results in a magnetic perturba
peak inside the containment region. After moving the mag
by Dz59 cm, we are able to confine the plasma in a ripp
free region between adjacent magnetic peaks. This resul
the same factor of 5 decrease in the background trans
rate as does applying a small electric squeeze. In addi
for the ripple-free plasmanp(Vsq) has a minumum atVsq

50 since there is no magnetic separatrix to destroy.
Alternately, the transport effects from magnetic sepa

trix crossings can beenhancedby applying an rf field which
scatters particles with resonant parallel velocities.17 Figure

FIG. 13. Reduction of the transport ratenp with appliedVsq, as particles are
excluded from the original magnetic separatrix.
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14 shows the transport enhancement when a rf wig
(0.1Vp-p) at 0.2–5 MHz is applied near a magnetic min
mum. Here, we have utilized the ‘‘sheath transport’’ res
nance to interact with particles with smallvz : electrons re-
ceive a nonadiabatic kick if they havevz'L* f rf , where
L* [2Rw / j 01 is the axial extent of the electric fields from
the applied rf drive. The transport response peak in Fig. 1
as expected for a Maxwellian distribution of particles alo
the naive~Df50! magnetic separatrix of Fig. 12. The mo
subtle effects of~radially dependent! potential variations,27 if
significant, have yet to be determined.

These trapping experiments strongly suggest that the
understood ‘‘background’’ transport and loss observed
many long cylindrical traps is dominated by magnetic tra
ping and magnetic asymmetries. As caveat, we note that
scalings of Eqs.~8! and~9! are only valid for a single centra
trapping region, whereas noncentral~or multiple! barriers
might exist in a long trap. Also, Eq.~9! for magnetic trapping
is still incomplete, sincega

(M ) is unknown.
Nevertheless, the scalings of Eq.~8! show striking cor-

respondence to many prior results on asymmetry-indu
transport. For magnetic field, we expectnp}ga(B)B21

}(B21.5 to B22), using thega(B) scaling of electric trap-
ping. The observed length dependence ofnp varies fromnp

}Lp
2 for fixed magnetic tiltaB ~open and solid circles in Fig

7!, to np}Lp
22 for electric asymmetries, since fixedVa and

La give aE}Lp
22 in Eq. ~7!. The oft-observed~and oft-

violated! L2/B2 scaling4 for ‘‘anomalous’’ background trans
port probably results from magnetic asymmetries acting
magnetically trapped populations in low rigidity plasma
However, the scalings of Eq.~8! will not directly apply to
plasmas with noncentered or multiple trapping barriers,
the observation of other length scalings5,7 is not surprising.

The temperature dependence ofnp is due only to the
mode damping ratega(T), which decreases exponentially i
the regions of prior experiments. This probably explains
abrupt decrease7 in transport observed for rigidityR*10.
More importantly,R is not a globally relevant scaling pa
rameter for transport due to trapped particle separtrix cro
ing, since unperturbed particle parameters such asf b and f E

FIG. 14. An applied rf field at frequencyf rf causes enhanced separatr
crossings for resonant electrons, increasingnp .
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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cannot describe the nonlinearities of trapped orbits and n
Maxwellian separatrix velocity distributions.

The trapped particle modes and asymmetry-indu
transport have been discussed here from the perspectiv
azimuthal variation mu51 and axial variation kz51.
Trapped particle modes and damping have been observe
mu51, 2, and 3; and multiple trapping barriers would cor
spond tokz52,3, . . . . Presumably, a static asymmetry w
given mu , kz will produce bulk transport by coupling to th
separatrix crossings with the same geometry.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new mechanism of asymmetry-induced bulk rad
transport has been developed for non-neutral plasmas
locally trapped particles. The transport arises from the di
pative scattering of particles across the velocity-space s
ratrix between trapped and passing particles. Since the s
ratrix crossings also damp the trapped-particle mode,
transport rate is proportional to the damping rate of
mode. For electric trapping, this proportionality has be
quantitatively established by experiments. The complica
dependencies of the transport rate on temperature and
sity profiles can then be determined from the easily measu
trapped-particle mode damping rate. The normalized tra
port ratenp /ga has simple scalings for all other plasma p
rameters. Both experiments and theory quantitatively cha
terize the mode behavior, and show that the mode dampin
due to the separatrix crossings.

Magnetic trapping effects studied here lead us to beli
that the asymmetry-induced transport observed in many
ally long traps is dominated by this separatrix dissipati
even when no trapping potentials are intentionally appli
Even small magnetic field ripples apparently produce an
portant loss channel similar to those in toroidal magne
confinement systems. However, the modes and separ
dissipation arising from magnetic trapping are not yet und
stood quantitatively.

In general, velocity-space diffusion across a trapp
separatrix is not the only possible mechanism linking a
muthal asymmetries to bulk radial transport. Compar
trapped-particle transport to other transport mechanisms
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variety of apparatuses may contribute substantially to
understanding of plasma transport processes.
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